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We prove that certain operational quantities q which characterize upper-semi Fredholm
operators are supermultiplicative, in the sense of that q(S)q(T )  q(ST ). Based on the
distortion of Banach spaces we show that another is not supermultiplicative. Moreover we
introduce two supermultiplicative operational quantities which characterize also the upper-
semi Fredholm operators and we prove that they are not equivalent to some operational
quantities known.
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1. Introduction
Roughly speaking, an operational quantity q is a procedure to obtain a number q(T ) for every linear and continuous
operator T ∈ L(X, Y ), where X and Y are inﬁnite dimensional Banach spaces. Several authors [1–3,6,8,15,16,19–21] have
considered operational quantities in order to obtain characterizations and perturbation results for the classes of operators
of Fredholm theory.
Given an operator T ∈ L(X, Y ) we denote by n(T ) := ‖T‖ the norm of T , and j(T ) is the injection modulus j(T ) of T ,
deﬁned by
j(T ) := inf{‖T x‖: x ∈ X, ‖x‖ = 1}.
Recall that j(T ) > 0 if and only if T is an isomorphism (T is injective and has closed range); in this case, j(T )−1 = n(T−1).
Many quantities have been deﬁned in terms of the norm or the injection modulus of the restrictions of T ∈ L(X, Y ) to
the (closed) subspaces of X . For example,
in(T ) := inf{n(T JM): M inﬁnite dimensional subspace of X},
where JM is the natural inclusion of M into X . Similarly,
sin(T ) := sup{in(T JM): M inﬁnite dimensional subspace of X},
sj(T ) := sup{ j(T JM): M inﬁnite dimensional subspace of X},
isj(T ) := inf{sj(T JM): M inﬁnite dimensional subspace of X},
s∗ j(T ) := sup{ j(T J P ): P ﬁnite codimensional subspace of X}.
The quantities in, s∗ j, sj and sin were introduced by Schechter [14] and the quantity isj was introduced in [4].
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656 A. Martinón / J. Math. Anal. Appl. 363 (2010) 655–662The quantities s∗ j, isj and in allow us to characterize the class Φ+ of the upper semi-Fredholm operators (operators
with closed range and ﬁnite dimensional null space) as follows ([14, Theorem 2.11, Lemma 2.13], [4, Theorem 3.2]):
T ∈ Φ+ ⇔ in(T ) > 0 ⇔ s∗ j(T ) > 0 ⇔ isj(T ) > 0. (A)
Moreover they are decreasing in the following sense: given T ∈ L(X, Y ) and an inﬁnite dimensional subspace M of X we
have that [11, Remark 2.2]
q(T ) q(T JM) for q = s∗ j, isj, in.
These quantities satisfy
s∗ j(T ) isj(T ) in(T ), for every operator T ,
but they are not pairwise equivalent, in the sense that there are no numbers ε or δ > 0 such that isj(T )  εs∗ j(T ), or
in(T ) δisj(T ), for every operator T [5, Theorem 2.7, Corollary 3.5].
All the operational quantities which have been introduced in the literature in order to characterize the class Φ+ are
equivalent to one of the quantities s∗ j, isj or in. Uniquely, for the distance d+(T ) of T ∈ L(X, Y ) to the set L(X, Y ) \
Φ+(X, Y ), which trivially characterizes the class Φ+ , we know that in  d+ , but the problem whether d+ and in are
equivalent remains open.
The class Φ+ is a semigroup; i.e.,
S ∈ Φ+(Y , Z), T ∈ Φ+(X, Y ) ⇒ ST ∈ Φ+(X, Z).
Therefore, in order that the quantities q that characterize Φ+ reﬂect this property, it is natural to ask them to be supermul-
tiplicative; i.e., that they satisfy
q(S)q(T ) q(ST ) for every S ∈ L(Y , Z) and every T ∈ L(X, Y ).
In this paper we prove that the quantities s∗ j and isj are supermultiplicative, and we give an example showing that in is
not supermultiplicative.
We introduce two supermultiplicative operational quantities α and β that characterize Φ+ , and are deﬁned as the greater
quantities that satisfy
α(S)in(T ) in(ST ) and in(S)β(T ) in(ST ),
for every T ∈ L(X, Y ) and S ∈ L(Y , Z), respectively. We prove that
α = isj and isj  β  in.
Moreover, β is not equivalent to in. However, we do not know if α(= isj) = β .
The quantities sj and sin characterize the strictly singular operators (operators such that any restriction to an inﬁnite
dimensional subspace is not an isomorphism) [14, Corollary 3.2, Theorem 3.6]:
T is strictly singular ⇔ sj(T ) = 0 ⇔ sin(T ) = 0. (B)
Both quantities are increasing: given T ∈ L(X, Y ) and an inﬁnite dimensional subspace M of X we have that [11, Remark 2.2]
q(T ) q(T JM) for q = sj, sin.
Moreover, sj  sin, but they are not equivalent, since isj and in are not equivalent.
The results on the nonequivalence of quantities are obtained from a theorem by Schlumprecht about the existence of an
arbitrarily distortable Banach space. Moreover we obtain that if X is a distortable Banach space, any operator T ∈ L(X, Y )
satisﬁes
in(T ) sj(T ).
Notation. Along the paper, X , Y , Z and W are inﬁnite dimensional Banach spaces, I X is the identity operator on X and
BX is the closed unit ball of X . For a subspace we always mean a closed subspace; S(X) is the class of all the inﬁnite
dimensional subspaces of X . We denote by L(X, Y ) the space of all (linear continuous) operators from X into Y . For T ∈
L(X, Y ), R(T ) is its range and N(T ) is its null space. For a subspace M of X , JM is the inclusion of M into X and TM ∈
L(M, TM) the operator induced by T ∈ L(X, Y ) if TM is closed.
Given two operational quantities a and b we will write a εb, if for any operator T we have a(T ) εb(T ). We will say
that a and b are equivalent if εa b δa for some numbers δ > ε > 0.
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When comparing operational quantities the notion of distortable Banach space, as given by Schlumprecht [17], and the
related notion of distortion, will be useful:
The inﬁnite dimensional Banach space X with norm ‖ · ‖ is λ-distortable (λ > 1) if there exists an equivalent norm | · |
on X so that for all closed inﬁnite dimensional subspace M of X we have
sup
{ |x|
|y| : ‖x‖ = ‖y‖ = 1; x, y ∈ M
}
 λ;
we will say that X is distortable if X is λ-distortable for some λ > 1 and X is arbitrarily distortable if X is λ-distortable for
every λ > 1.
James [7] proved that c0 and 1 are not distortable; Odell and Schlumprecht [12] that p (1 < p < ∞) is arbitrarily
distortable; Lindenstrauss and Pelczynski [9] introduced a weak notion of distortion and proved that, with their deﬁnition,
Lp[0,1] (1 < p = 2 < ∞) is distortable and L1[0,1] and C[0,1] are arbitrarily distortable.
If X with ‖ · ‖ is λ-distortable and | · | is the equivalent norm of the deﬁnition, then the identity operator A : (X,‖ · ‖) →
(X, | · |), Ax = x, veriﬁes
inf
M∈S(X)
n(A JM)
j(A JM)
 λ;
and conversely, if this inequality is veriﬁed, then X is λ-distortable with the norm | · |. This motives the following deﬁnition:
Deﬁnition 1. Let T ∈ L(X, Y ). The distortion coeﬃcient of T is deﬁned by
λ(T ) = inf
M∈S(X); j(T JM )>0
n(T JM)
j(T JM)
,
if sj(T ) > 0; we put λ(T ) = 0 in another case (that is, when T is strictly singular, by (B)). We will say that T is a distortion
of X if T is an isomorphism from X onto Y such that λ(T ) > 1.
Note that if T ∈ L(X, Y ) is a distortion of X , then we have the following simple properties:
1. X is a distortable Banach space with the equivalent norm |x| = ‖T x‖.
2. TM ∈ L(M, TM), deﬁned by TMx = T x, is a distortion of M with λ(T ) λ(TM), for every M ∈ S(X).
3. T−1 ∈ L(Y , X) is also a distortion and λ(T ) = λ(T−1).
Now we give several properties related with the distortion coeﬃcient.
Proposition 1. Let T ∈ L(X, Y ). Then, for every M ∈ S(X), we have that
1. λ(T ) j(T JM) n(T JM);
2. λ(T )isj(T JM) in(T JM);
3. λ(T )sj(T JM) sin(T JM).
Proof. 1. It is clear from the deﬁnition of λ(T ).
2. This part is essentially proved in [5, Theorem 3.4]. For the sake of completeness we give a proof here. Let M ∈ S(X).
Given ε > 0, there exists N ∈ S(M) such that n(T JN ) < in(T JM) + ε. Moreover, there exists P ∈ S(N) such that sj(T JN ) <
j(T J P ) + ε. Then
λ(T )isj(T JM) λ(T )sj(T JN) < λ(T ) j(T J P ) + λ(T )ε  n(T J P ) + λ(T )ε < in(T JM) + ε + λ(T )ε.
Hence λ(T )isj(T JM) in(T JM).
3. It is consequence immediate of (2), since sj(T JM) = supN∈S(M) isj(T JN ) [10, Theorem 4]. 
From the above proposition and from the existence of arbitrarily distortable Banach spaces it is immediately obtained
that the quantities isj and in are not equivalent [5, Corollary 3.5] and neither sj and sin.
The following results are refereed to the quantities in and sj, which are not comparable: if T is not an upper semi-
Fredholm operator neither a strictly singular operator, then in(T ) = 0 < sj(T ); if Tk is the operator of Theorem 2 (see
below), then sj(Tk) = εk < 1 = in(Tk), whenever εk is arbitrarily small.
Proposition 2. Let T ∈ L(X, Y ) with sj(T ) > 0. Then, for every M ∈ S(X) and any μ ∈ ]0, λ(T )[, there is N ∈ S(M) that veriﬁes
μsj(T JN) in(T JN ).
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choose N ∈ S(M) verifying sj(T JM) < j(T JN ) + (λ(T ) − μ). For any U , V ∈ S(N) we have
j(T JU ) sj(T JM) < j(T JN) +
(
λ(T ) − μ) j(T J V ) + (λ(T ) − μ).
Since μ < j(T J V ) we obtain
μ j(T JU )μ j(T J V ) + μ
(
λ(T ) − μ)< λ(T ) j(T J V ) n(T J V ),
hence μsj(T JN ) in(T JN ). 
Deﬁnition 2. Let T ∈ L(X, Y ). The strict distortion coeﬃcient of the operator T is deﬁned by
λ(T ) = in(T )
sj(T )
= infM∈S(X) n(T JM)
supM∈S(X) j(T JM)
,
if sj(T ) > 0; we put λ(T ) = 0 if sj(T ) = 0 (that is, if T is strictly singular, by (B)). If T is an isomorphism from X onto Y
and λ(T ) > 1 we will say that T is a strict distortion of X .
Note that, for every operator T ,
λ(T ) λ(T ).
Hence, if T is a strict distortion (T is bijective and sj(T ) < in(T )), then T is a distortion. Moreover, for every M ∈ S(X), we
have that λ(T )sj(T JM) in(T JM).
From Proposition 2 we obtain that if T is a distortion of the space X , given a subspace M of X and 1 < μ < λ(T ), there
exists a subspace N of M such that the restriction T JN is a strict distortion of N and μ λ(T JN ).
Proposition 3. Let T ∈ L(X, Y ).
1. If X is not distortable, then
in(T ) sj(T ).
2. If every M ∈ S(X) contains N ∈ S(M) which is not distortable, then
isj(T ) = in(T ) sj(T ) = sin(T ).
Proof. 1. First note that if X is not distortable, then every ﬁnite codimensional subspace P of X is not distortable. Indeed,
let A : P → Z a λ-distortion (λ > 1) and let N be a ﬁnite dimensional subspace of X such that X = P ⊕ N; we can to deﬁne
the operator B : X = P ⊕ N → Z × N , B(p + n) = (Ap,n), where p ∈ P and n ∈ N , which is an isomorphism onto such that
πZ B J P = A, being πZ : Z × N → Z the projection. Then, for each M ∈ S(X), we have that
λ j(B JM) λ j(A JM∩P ) n(A JM∩P ) n(B JM)
and consequently B is a λ-distortion of X .
Let T ∈ L(X, Y ) with in(T ) > 0, hence T is upper semi-Fredhom by (A). Let P ∈ S(X) a ﬁnite codimensional subspace
such that X = P ⊕ N(T ), being N(T ) the null space of T . Note that
in(T ) = in(T J P ) and sj(T ) = sj(T J P ).
Indeed, if in(T ) < in(T J P ), then there exists M ∈ S(X) such that in(T )  n(T JM) < in(T J P ), which contradicts in(T J P ) 
n(T J P∩M) n(T JM); analogously it is proved the other equality. Denote by T P the isomorphism from P onto T P deﬁned
by T P x = T x. Because P is not distortable results that T P is not a strict distortion, so in(T P ) = in(T J P ) sj(T J P ) = sj(T P ),
hence in(T ) sj(T ).
2. Let M ∈ S(X) and T ∈ L(X, Y ). Then exists N ∈ S(M) not distortable. From the ﬁrst part of this proposition we obtain
in(T ) in(T JM) in(T JN ) sj(T JN) sj(T JM) sj(T ),
hence in(T ) isj(T ) and sin(T ) sj(T ). As isj  in, sj  sin and isj  sj, we ﬁnish the proof. 
In [17] Schlumprecht obtained the ﬁrst example of an arbitrarily distortable Banach space. The following result describes
some properties of this remarkable space, which will be useful for us.
Theorem 1. (See [17, Theorem 3].) Let (XS ,‖ · ‖) denote the Schlumprecht space. Then there exist a sequence (εk)k1 of positive
numbers decreasing to 0 and a sequence (| · |k)k1 of equivalent norms in XS satisfying
1. εk‖x‖ |x|k  ‖x‖ for every k and each x ∈ XS .
2. Given k, for every δ > 0 and each inﬁnite dimensional subspace M of XS , there exist x, y ∈ M, ‖x‖ = ‖y‖ = 1, such that
1− δ  |x|k and |y|k  (1+ δ)εk.
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In this section we prove that the operational quantities s∗ j and isj are supermultiplicative, but in is not. In order to do
that, we need some basic inequalities.
Lemma 1. Let T ∈ L(X, Y ) and S ∈ L(Y , Z). Then
1. j(S) j(T ) j(ST );
2. j(S)n(T ) n(ST );
3. n(S J R(T )) j(T ) n(ST ).
Proof. 1. If j(T ) = 0, then it is obvious. Assume j(T ) > 0. Then
j(S) j(T ) inf‖x‖=1
‖ST x‖
‖T x‖ ‖T x‖ j(ST ).
2. It is a direct consequence of j(S)‖T x‖ ‖ST x‖, for every x ∈ X .
3. Assume j(T ) > 0. If x ∈ X and ‖x‖ = 1, then
‖ST x‖ =
∥∥∥∥ ST x‖T x‖
∥∥∥∥‖T x‖
∥∥∥∥ ST x‖T x‖
∥∥∥∥ j(T ).
Hence n(ST ) n(S J R(T )) j(T ). 
Next we give one of the main results of this paper.
Theorem 2. The operational quantities s∗ j and isj are supermultiplicative, but the operational quantity in is not supermultiplicative.
Proof. Let T ∈ L(X, Y ) and S ∈ L(Y , Z). Along this proof, P is a ﬁnite codimensional subspace of X , and M is an inﬁnite
dimensional subspace of X .
(a) Suppose that s∗ j(T ) > 0, so T is an upper semi-Fredholm operator by (A). Then
j(S J T P ) j(T ) j(S J T P ) j(T P ) j(ST J P ).
Taking the supremum over all these P , we get
s∗ j(S J R(T )) j(T ) s∗ j(ST ).
As s∗ j(S) s∗ j(S J R(T )), we have that s∗ j(S) j(T ) s∗ j(ST ). From this inequality we obtain
s∗ j(S) j(T J P ) s∗ j(ST J P ).
Taking again the supremum over all the subspaces P , we get
s∗ j(S)s∗ j(T ) s∗ j(ST ).
(b) Suppose that isj(T ) > 0, hence T is upper semi-Fredholm by (A), and let TM ∈ L(M, TM) denote the operator induced
by T . Then ST JM = S J TM TM . By the ﬁrst part of Lemma 1,
j(S J TM) j(T ) j(S J TM),
j(TM) j(ST JM),
and taking the supremum over all the subspaces M we get sj(S J R(T )) j(T ) sj(ST ).
From isj(S) sj(S J R(T )), we obtain isj(S) j(T ) sj(ST ). Thus
isj(S) j(T JM) sj(ST JM) sj(ST ).
Now, taking the supremum over all the subspaces M we get isj(S)sj(T )  sj(ST ). Thus isj(S)sj(T JM)  sj(ST JM), and
taking the inﬁmum over all the subspaces M , we get
isj(S)isj(T ) isj(ST ).
(c) Finally, Theorem 1 gives us there a sequence (εk) of positive numbers decreasing to 0 and a sequence of isomorphisms
Tk : (XS ,‖ · ‖) → (XS , | · |k), deﬁned by Tkx := x,
such that for every inﬁnite dimensional subspace M of XS ,
n(Tk JM) = 1, j(Tk JM) = εk, j
(
T−1 Jk
)= 1 and n(T−1 Jk )= ε−1,k M k M k
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ε−1k . Hence
in(Tk)in
(
T−1k
)= ε−1k > 1 = in(TkT−1k ),
and the proof is ﬁnished. 
Remark 1. The proof of Theorem 2 gives something stronger than in is not supermultiplicative. Indeed, it shows that there
is no number C > 0 so that
in(S)in(T ) Cin(ST ) for all S ∈ L(Y , Z) and T ∈ L(X, Y ).
4. Some supermultiplicative quantities
Here we introduce two supermultiplicative operational quantities α and β related with in. For an operator T ∈ L(X, Y ),
α(T ) will be the greatest number which satisﬁes α(T )in(S) in(T S), for every Z and every operator S ∈ L(Z , X) such that
in(S) > 0. Equivalently,
α(T ) := inf
{
in(T S)
in(S)
: Z Banach space, S ∈ L(Z , X) and in(S) > 0
}
.
Similarly, β(T ) will be the greatest number satisfying in(S)β(T )  in(ST ) for every Y and every operator S ∈ L(Y , Z)
with in(S) > 0. Equivalently,
β(T ) = inf
{
in(ST )
in(S)
: Z Banach space, S ∈ L(Y , Z) and in(S) > 0
}
.
The following result assures that α = isj.
Theorem 3. The quantities α and isj agree:
α = isj.
Proof. If T is not an upper semi-Fredholm operator, then the equality is obvious: α(T ) = isj(T ) = 0, by (A). Assume that
T ∈ L(X, Y ) is upper semi-Fredholm.
(a) Let S : Z → X an upper semi-Fredholm operator. Let M be an inﬁnite dimensional subspace of Z , and let SM ∈
L(M, SM) denote the operator induced by S . Then T S JM = T J SM SM , and applying Lemma 1(2), we obtain
j(T J SM)in(S) j(T J SM)n(S JM) n(T S JM);
taking supremum over all the subspaces M , we get
isj(T )in(S) sj(T J R(S))in(S) n(T S).
As S JM is upper semi-Fredholm we obtain isj(T )in(S JM) n(T S JM). Now, taking the inﬁmum over all the subspaces M ,
we get isj(T )in(S) in(T S). Hence isj(T ) α(T ).
(b) Let P a ﬁnite codimensional subspace of X such that X = P⊕N(T ), where N(T ) is the null space of T . Let R : T P → P
deﬁned by RT x = x (x ∈ P ), which is bijective. Given an inﬁnite dimensional subspace M of X , we have that TM is an
inﬁnite dimensional subspace of Y . Let Z = TM ⊂ T P and S : Z → X deﬁned by S = J P R J TM , where J P : P → X and
J T M : TM → T P are the canonical inclusions. Then
in(S) = in(R J TM) = inf
U∈S(TM)n(R J TM JU ) = infN∈S(M)n(R J T N ) = infN∈S(M) j(T JN)
−1
=
[
sup
N∈S(M)
j(T JN)
]−1 = sj(T JM)−1.
As T S = T J P R J TM , it veriﬁes in(T S) = 1. Hence we obtain
α(T )sj(T JM)
−1 = α(T )in(S) in(T S) = 1;
that is, for every M ∈ S(X), we have that α(T ) sj(T JM). Consequently α(T ) isj(T ). 
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Theorem 4. The quantity β satisﬁes the following properties:
1. β is supermultiplicative.
2. β is decreasing.
3. isj  β  in.
4. T ∈ Φ+ ⇔ β(T ) > 0.
5. β and in are not equivalent.
Proof. 1. Let R ∈ L(W , X), T ∈ L(X, Y ) and S ∈ L(Y , Z). It follows from the deﬁnition of β that in(S)β(T )β(R) 
in(ST )β(R) in(ST R). Thus β(T )β(R) β(T R).
2. Let T ∈ L(X, Y ) and we consider an inﬁnite dimensional subspace M of X . Then, if S runs the upper-semi Fredholm
operators Y → Z , then we have that
β(T JM) = inf
S
in(ST JM)
in(S)
 inf
S
in(ST )
in(S)
= β(T ),
thus β is decreasing.
3. If we take S = IY , then we obtain in(IY )β(T ) = β(T ) in(T ). For the remaining inequality assume in(T ) > 0, so T is
upper semi-Fredholm by (A). Applying Lemma 1 we obtain
in(S) j(T ) n(S J R(T )) j(T ) n(ST ).
Let M be an inﬁnite dimensional subspace M of X , and let TM ∈ L(M, TM) denote the operator induced by T . Then ST JM =
S J TM TM , and
in(S) j(T JM) n(ST JM),
hence taking supremum over all the subspaces M , we get
in(S)sj(T ) n(ST ).
Thus in(S)sj(T JM)  n(ST JM). Now, taking the inﬁmum over all the subspaces M , we get in(S)isj(T )  in(ST ). Hence
isj  β .
4. Immediate from 3.
5. In the proof of Theorem 2 we saw that there exist a sequence (εk) of positive numbers decreasing to 0 and a sequence
of bijective operators (Tk) acting from (XS ,‖ · ‖) onto (XS , | · |k) such that
in(Tk) = 1 and in
(
T−1k
)= ε−1k .
Since in(TkT
−1
k ) = 1, we obtain β(T−1k ) 1; hence β and in are not equivalent. 
Remark 2. If the operator T ∈ L(X, Y ) veriﬁes, for every M ∈ S(X), in(T JM)  sj(T JM) (equivalently, for every M ∈ S(X),
λ(T JM) 1), then in(T ) sj(T JM), for every M ∈ S(X), and consequently in(T ) = isj(T ) (equivalently α(T ) = in(T )).
Moreover, if in(T ) = isj(T ), then in(T ) sj(T ), hence λ(T ) 1.
Remark 3. The inequality of Theorem 4.3 can be improved by β  ih, where h is the Hausdorff measure of noncompactness.
The operational quantity h can be deﬁned for T ∈ L(X, Y ) in the following way: h(T ) is the inﬁmum of all ε > 0 such that
T B X have a ﬁnite ε-net; that is, T B X can be covered by ﬁnitely many balls of radius  ε, for every ε > h(T ). The quantity
h is a quantity derived from the norm [1]:
h(T ) := inf{n(Q U T ): U ﬁnite dimensional subspace of Y },
where Q U is the quotient map Y → Y /U . From h is derived the quantity ih, deﬁned in analogous way to in and it was
considered by Rakocevic [13] and Tylli [18]. It is known that ih and in are equivalent: ih  in  2ih [5, Proposition 3.9].
Now we obtain β  ih. Indeed, if U runs over all the ﬁnite dimensional subspaces of Y and M runs over all the inﬁnite
dimensional subspaces of X , we have
β(T ) = inf
Z ,S
in(ST )
in(S)
 inf
U
in(Q U T )
in(Q U )
 inf
U
inf
M
n
(
Q U T JM
)= inf
M
inf
U
n
(
Q U T JM
)= inf
M
h(T JM) = ih(T ).
From the inequality β  ih we deduce that if β(T ) = in(T ), then in(T ) = ih(T ).
We do not know if isj = β .
Open Problem 1. isj = β?
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